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We can naturally define the twisted de Rham cohomology group associated to the Euler integral ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}). We set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The study of intersection numbers of twisted cohomology groups and twisted period relations for hypergeometric functions started with the celebrated work by K. Cho and K. Matsumoto \[[@CR6]\]. They clarified that the cohomology intersection number appears naturally as a part of the quadratic relation, a class of functional relations of hypergeometric functions. They also developed a systematic method of computing the cohomology intersection number for 1-dimensional integrals. Since this work, several methods have been proposed to evaluate intersection numbers of twisted cohomology groups, see, e.g., \[[@CR2], [@CR3], [@CR10], [@CR11], [@CR14], [@CR17], [@CR19]\] and references therein. All methods utilize comparison theorems of twisted cohomology groups and residue calculus.

When *z* belongs to a certain non-empty Zariski open subset of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbb {A}^N$$\end{document}$ (the non-singular locus), we proposed a new method in the paper \[[@CR16]\] to obtain cohomology intersection numbers by constructing a rational function solution of a system of linear partial differential equations. One weak point of the method was that it was not algorithmic to construct the Pfaffian system (the explicit form of the integrable connection) for a given basis of the twisted cohomology group. We will give a new algorithm to construct the Pfaffian system for a given basis in this paper (Algorithm [1](#FPar4){ref-type="sec"}). To our knowledge, algorithms to find the Pfaffian system (or equation) with respect to a given basis of twisted cohomology group do not appear in the literature except the twisted logarithmic cohomology case[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"}. Our algorithm works for a more general class of twisted cohomology groups. Moreover, it is more efficient by utilizing Saito's *b*-function \[[@CR23]\] expressed in terms of facets of a polytope. The Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} is a brief overview of the paper \[[@CR16]\]. The Sect. [3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"} is the main part and in the Sects. [4](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"} and [5](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}, we will give demonstrations of our implementation. As to the construction of rational function solutions, we utilize the algorithm and the implementation by M. Barkatou, T. Cluzeau, C. El Bacha, J.-A. Weil \[[@CR5]\] (see also \[[@CR4], [@CR18]\] and their references).

General Results {#Sec2}
===============

The Cohomology Intersection Form {#Sec3}
--------------------------------
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The Secondary Equation {#Sec4}
----------------------

Now, we treat *z* as a variable. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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GKZ System Behind {#Sec5}
-----------------
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An Algorithm of Finding the Pfaffian System for a Given Basis {#Sec6}
=============================================================
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Example 1 {#FPar3}
---------
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Our algorithm to find a Pfaffian system with respect to a given basis of the twisted cohomology group is as follows.

Algorithm 1 {#FPar4}
-----------
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Example 2 {#FPar5}
---------

This is a continuation of Example [1](#FPar3){ref-type="sec"}. We have $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} P_4= \left( \begin{array}{cc} \frac{ - {\beta }_{2} ( {z}_{3}- {z}_{1})}{ {z}_{1} {z}_{4}- {z}_{2} {z}_{3}}&{} \frac{ {\beta }_{2} {z}_{3}}{ {z}_{1} {z}_{4}- {z}_{2} {z}_{3}} \\ \frac{ - ( ( {\beta }_{2} {z}_{3}+ ( - {\beta }_{2}+ {\beta }_{3}) {z}_{1}) {z}_{4}+ ( {\beta }_{1}- {\beta }_{3}) {z}_{2} {z}_{3}- {\beta }_{1} {z}_{1} {z}_{2})}{ {z}_{4} ( {z}_{1} {z}_{4}- {z}_{2} {z}_{3})}&{} \frac{ ( {\beta }_{2} {z}_{3}+ {\beta }_{3} {z}_{1}) {z}_{4}+ ( {\beta }_{1}- {\beta }_{3}) {z}_{2} {z}_{3}}{ {z}_{4} ( {z}_{1} {z}_{4}- {z}_{2} {z}_{3})} \\ \end{array} \right) . \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$

Implementation and Examples {#Sec7}
===========================

We implemented our algorithms on the computer algebra system Risa/Asir \[[@CR21]\] with a Polymake interface. Polymake (see, e.g., \[[@CR20], [@CR22]\]) is a system for polyhedral geometry and it is used for an efficient computation of contiguity relations ( \[[@CR23], Algorithm 3.2\]). Here is an input[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"} to find the coefficient matrix $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$z_1=z_2=z_3=1$$\end{document}$ (note that in our implementation *x* is used instead of *z*).

It outputs the following coefficient matrix$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} P_4= \left( \begin{array}{cc} 0&{} \frac{ - {\gamma }_{2}}{ {x}_{4}- 1} \\ \frac{ {c}}{ {x}_{4}}&{} \frac{ ( - {c}- {\gamma }_{2}) {x}_{4}+ {c}- {\gamma }_{1}}{ ( {x}_{4} - 1 ) {x}_{4}} \\ \end{array} \right) \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$

Example 3 {#FPar6}
---------
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                \begin{document}$$A = \left( \begin{array}{cc|cc|cc} 1&{} 1&{} 0&{} 0&{} 0&{} 0 \\ \hline 0&{} 0&{} 1&{} 1&{} 0&{} 0 \\ \hline 0&{} 0&{} 0&{} 0&{} 1&{} 1 \\ \hline 1&{} 0&{} 0&{} 1&{} 0&{} 0 \\ 0&{} 0&{} 1&{} 0&{} 0&{} 1 \\ \end{array} \right) $$\end{document}$. The integrals are$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \int _\varGamma (z_1 x_1 + z_2)^{-\gamma _1} (z_3 x_2 + z_4 x_1)^{-\gamma _2} (z_5 + z_6 x_2)^{-\gamma _3} x_1^{c_1} x_2^{c_2} \omega _i \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} P_1= \left( \begin{array}{ccc} \frac{ {\beta }_{4} {z}_{1}+ {\beta }_{2}+ {\beta }_{3}+ {\beta }_{4}+ {\beta }_{5}}{ {z}_{1} ( {z}_{1}- 1)}&{} \frac{ {\beta }_{3} ( \beta _{4} - {\beta }_{1}- {\beta }_{2}) }{ {\beta }_{1} {z}_{1} ( {z}_{1}- 1)}&{} \frac{ ( -{\beta }_{4}+ 1) {\beta }_{2} ( - {\beta }_{2}+ {\beta }_{4}+ {\beta }_{5}+ 1)}{ {\beta }_{4} {\beta }_{1} {z}_{1} ( {z}_{1}- 1)} \\ \frac{ ( {\beta }_{2}+ {\beta }_{3}- {\beta }_{5}) {\beta }_{1}}{ {\beta }_{3} ( {z}_{1}- 1)}&{} \frac{ {\beta }_{1} {z}_{1}+ {\beta }_{2}- {\beta }_{4}}{ {z}_{1} ( {z}_{1}- 1)}&{} \frac{ ( -{\beta }_{4}+ 1) {\beta }_{2} ( - {\beta }_{2}+ {\beta }_{4}+ {\beta }_{5}+ 1)}{ {\beta }_{4} {\beta }_{3} {z}_{1} ( {z}_{1}- 1)} \\ \frac{ {\beta }_{4} ( {\beta }_{2}+ {\beta }_{3}- {\beta }_{5}) {\beta }_{1}}{ ( -{\beta }_{4}+ 1) {\beta }_{2} ( {z}_{1}- 1)}&{} \frac{ {\beta }_{4} {\beta }_{3} ( {\beta }_{1}+ {\beta }_{2}- {\beta }_{4})}{ ( -{\beta }_{4}+ 1) {\beta }_{2} ( {z}_{1}- 1)}&{} \frac{ ( -{\beta }_{2}+ {\beta }_{4}+ {\beta }_{5}+ 1)}{ {z}_{1}- 1} \\ \end{array} \right) \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$The result can be obtained in a few seconds.

An Algorithm of Finding the Cohomology Intersection Matrix {#Sec8}
==========================================================

Theorem 3 {#FPar7}
---------
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                \begin{document}$$\gamma _l\notin \mathbb {Z}$$\end{document}$ and moreover the set of series solutions by *T* is linearly independent, the intersection matrix of the twisted cohomology group of the GKZ system associated to the matrix *A* can be algorithmically determined.
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Algorithm 2 {#FPar8}
-----------

(A modified version of the algorithm in \[[@CR16]\]).
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Output: The secondary equation ([8](#Equ8){ref-type=""}) and the cohomology intersection matrix $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \partial _{i}\phi _j=\sum _k\omega _{ikj}\phi _k,\ \ \ \partial _{i}\psi _j=\sum _k\omega ^\vee _{ikj}\psi _k \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$ hold by Algorithm [1](#FPar4){ref-type="sec"}.Find a non-zero rational function solution *I* of the secondary equation $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \partial _{i} I - {}^t\varOmega _i I - I \varOmega _i^\vee =0, \quad i=1, \ldots , N. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$ To be more precise, see, e.g., \[[@CR4], [@CR5], [@CR18]\] and references therein.Determine the scalar multiple of *I* by \[[@CR15], Theorem 8.1\].

Example 4 {#FPar9}
---------

This is a continuation of Example [3](#FPar6){ref-type="sec"}. We want to evaluate the cohomology intersection matrix $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$I_{ch}=(\langle \omega _i,\omega _j\rangle _{ch})_{i,j=1}^3$$\end{document}$. By solving the secondary equation (for example, using \[[@CR5]\]), we can verify that (1, 1),  (1, 2),  (2, 1),  (2, 2) entries of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$z_1$$\end{document}$. Therefore, we can obtain the exact values of these entries by taking a unimodular regular triangulation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$T=\{ 23456,12456,12346\}$$\end{document}$ and substituting $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$z_1=0$$\end{document}$ in \[[@CR15], Theorem 8.1\]. Thus, we get a correct normalization of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\frac{I_{ch}}{(2\pi \sqrt{-1})^2}$$\end{document}$ is given by$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \left[ \begin{array}{cc} r_{11}&{} \frac{ {\beta }_{4}+ {\beta }_{5}}{ {\beta }_{5} {\beta }_{4} ( {\beta }_{2}- {\beta }_{4}- {\beta }_{5})} \\ \frac{ {\beta }_{4}+ {\beta }_{5}}{ {\beta }_{5} {\beta }_{4} ( {\beta }_{2}- {\beta }_{4}- {\beta }_{5})}&{} r_{22} \\ \frac{ {\beta }_{4} ({\beta }_{1}+ {\beta }_{2}- {\beta }_{4} - {\beta }_{5}) {z}_{1}- {\beta }_{5} {\beta }_{3}}{ {\beta }_{5} ( {\beta }_{4}- 1) ( {\beta }_{2}- {\beta }_{4}- {\beta }_{5}) ( {\beta }_{2}- {\beta }_{4}- {\beta }_{5}- 1)}&{} \frac{ - {\beta }_{4} {\beta }_{1} {z}_{1}+ {\beta }_{5} ( {\beta }_{2}+ {\beta }_{3}- {\beta }_{4}- {\beta }_{5})}{ {\beta }_{5} ( {\beta }_{4}- 1) ( {\beta }_{2}- {\beta }_{4}- {\beta }_{5}) ( {\beta }_{2}- {\beta }_{4}- {\beta }_{5}- 1)} \\ \end{array} \right. \nonumber \\ \left. \begin{array}{c} \frac{ {\beta }_{4} ( {\beta }_{1}+ {\beta }_{2}- {\beta }_{4} - {\beta }_{4}) {z}_{1}- {\beta }_{5} {\beta }_{3}}{ {\beta }_{5} ( {\beta }_{4}+ 1) ( {\beta }_{2}- {\beta }_{4}- {\beta }_{5}) ( {\beta }_{2}- {\beta }_{4}- {\beta }_{5}+ 1)}\\ \frac{ - ( {\beta }_{4} {\beta }_{1} {z}_{1}- {\beta }_{5} {\beta }_{2}- {\beta }_{5} {\beta }_{3}+ {\beta }_{5} {\beta }_{4}+ {\beta }_{5}^{ 2} )}{ {\beta }_{5} ( {\beta }_{4}+ 1) ( {\beta }_{2}- {\beta }_{4}- {\beta }_{5}) ( {\beta }_{2}- {\beta }_{4}- {\beta }_{5}+ 1)}\\ r_{33} \end{array} \right] \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} r_{11} = -\frac{ ( {\beta }_{4} {\beta }_{2}+ ( {\beta }_{4}+ {\beta }_{5}) {\beta }_{3}) {\beta }_{1}+ {\beta }_{4} {\beta }_{2}^{ 2} + ( {\beta }_{4} {\beta }_{3}- {\beta }_{4}^{ 2} - {\beta }_{5} {\beta }_{4}) {\beta }_{2}+ ( - {\beta }_{4}^{ 2} - {\beta }_{5} {\beta }_{4}) {\beta }_{3}}{ {\beta }_{5} {\beta }_{4} {\beta }_{1}( {\beta }_{2}- {\beta }_{4}- {\beta }_{5}) ( {\beta }_{2}+ {\beta }_{3}- {\beta }_{5}) } \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$ $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} r_{22}= - \frac{ ( {\beta }_{5} {\beta }_{2}+ ( {\beta }_{4}+ {\beta }_{5}) {\beta }_{3}- {\beta }_{5} {\beta }_{4}- {\beta }_{5}^{ 2} ) {\beta }_{1}+ {\beta }_{5} {\beta }_{2}^{ 2} + ( {\beta }_{5} {\beta }_{3}- {\beta }_{5} {\beta }_{4}- {\beta }_{5}^{ 2} ) {\beta }_{2}}{ {\beta }_{5} {\beta }_{4} {\beta }_{3} ( {\beta }_{2}- {\beta }_{4}- {\beta }_{5}) ( {\beta }_{1}+ {\beta }_{2}- {\beta }_{4})} \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$ $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} a_0=({\beta _1}\beta _2-{\beta _1}\beta _5+{\beta _2}^{2}-\beta _2{\beta _4}-2{\beta }_2{\beta }_5+{\beta _4}\beta _5+{\beta _5}^{2})\beta _1\beta _4 \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$ $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} a_2=({\beta _2}^{2}+\beta _2{\beta _3}-2{\beta _2}{\beta _4}-\beta _2{\beta _5}-{\beta _3}\beta _4+{\beta _4}^{2}+\beta _4\beta _5)\beta _3\beta _5 \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$

Example 5 {#FPar10}
---------

Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ A = \left( \begin{array}{ccccc} 1&{} 1&{} 1&{} 1&{} 1 \\ \hline 0&{} 1&{} 0&{} 2&{} 0 \\ 0&{} 0&{} 1&{} 0&{} 2 \\ \end{array}\right) $$\end{document}$. The integrals are$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \int _\varGamma h_1^{-\gamma _1} x_1^{c_1} x_2^{c_2} \omega _i, \quad h_1 = z_1 + z_2 x_1 + z_3 x_2 + x_4 x_1^2 + z_5 x_2^2 \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \omega _1 = \frac{dx_1 dx_2}{x_1 x_2}, \omega _2 = x_1 \omega _1 = \frac{dx_1 dx_2}{x_2}, \omega _3 = x_2^2 \omega _1 = \frac{x_2 dx_1 dx_2}{x_1}, \omega _4 = x_1 x_2 \omega _1 = dx_1 dx_2. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$ Note that this *A* is not normal. When $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$z_1 = z_4 = z_5 =1$$\end{document}$, we have obtained the coefficient matrices $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$P_3$$\end{document}$ in about 9 h 45 min on a machine with Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-4650 2.70 GHz and 256 GB memory. The (1, 1) element of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \frac{ ( ( {b}_{2} {z}_{2}^{ 2} + b_{123}) {z}_{3}^{ 2} + {b}_{2} {z}_{2}^{ 4} + b_{132} {z}_{2}^{ 2} - 32 {b}_{1}+ 16 {b}_{2}+ 16 {b}_{3}- 16)}{ {z}_{2} ( {z}_{2}- 2) ( {z}_{2}+ 2) ( {z}_{3}^{ 2} + {z}_{2}^{ 2} - 4)} \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$P_3$$\end{document}$ is at \[[@CR25]\]. The intersection matrix can be obtained by \[[@CR5]\] in a few seconds when we specialize $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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